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317.    Resolution of Magnets.    When a small magnet of moment M' is end on to P so that 9 = 0, it follows from Art. 316 that the resultant force at P is directed along CP and is equal to 2M x/r3.    When a small magnet of moment M" is broadside on to P so that 0 = {7r, the resultant force at P is perpendicular to GP and is equal to M"\r\    If we take M' = M cos 0, Jf" = Jfsin0, we notice that the component forces at P due to the magnet M are the same in direction and magnitude as those due to two magnets M', Mtf.   It therefore follows, that the small magnet M may be resolved into two components McosO, Msiu&.   This rule being true for a rectangular resolution may be extended to include all cases.   Hence small magnetic moments may be compounded and resolved by the parallelogram law.
One advantage of the resolution into components "end on13 and " broadside on " is that the direction of the force due to each component is at once evident, the direction being in every case parallel to the axis of the component magnet. The force at P due to a magnet "end on" acts in the positive direction of its axis; the force due to a magnet "broadside on" acts parallel to the negative direction of the axis.
318.    Mutual action of two small magnets.    Let the two
small magnets BOA, B'C'A' be in one plane and let their moments be M, M'. Let CC' =r, and let r be measured positively from C to C'. Let 0, 9' be the angles the positive directions of the axes make with the positive direction of r, that is with CC' produced, and let EC' A' = 2a'.
We resolve the acting magnet M into M cos 6, M sin 8.    These produce forces F and G at the centre C' of the magnet B'C'A* respectively where
and G = Jfsin(9/r3.  The former  B
acts along CC' and the latter perpendicularly to CC' in a direction tending to increase 6.
These may also be regarded as the forces at any point in the neighbourhood of C', provided the magnets are so small that we can reject Fa'fr and Ga'/r. We therefore apply them without alteration of magnitude or direction to the pole A' and also with

